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GBRONIMO glancingAnyone
up at the sky in the direction of
the athletic field a week ago Wednesday afternoon might have
seen a skydrver from the Pacific Parachute Center coming in for
a landing. The exhibition was sponsored by Outdoor Program to
generate interest in a SEEK Skydiving class.

Fine Arts completion date June 1
by MARK BOGART
Lamron staff
June 1 is now the scheduled
date for the opening of the new
Fine Arts Building, according to
Ralph Spence, Physical Plant
inspector, who is supervising its
construction.
Aside from a few offices, the
facilities in the $2 million building
focus almost entirely on the
theatre. Other rooms included
are a shop for the construction of
sets, a costume shop, a make-up
room, dressing rooms and a
rehearsal room.
Earlier plans for the building
included many more offices,
rausic practice rooms and other
facilities for use by the music and
drama departments, according
to Dr. Edgar Smith, chairman of
|he Music Department. These
features and some of the theatre
seating were eliminated because
°f inflation and delays in plan
ing and construction.
Smith said the building is badly
needed, especially by the drama
department. Theatre productions
are presently held in the "Little
Theatre", which is a converted
elementary school gymnasium,
jhe old building is in poor conRion and will be torn down this

summer.

Smith said the Fine Arts
building will be in steady use for
ectures, musical and dramatic
Productions and other activities.
The annual summer musical
usually held on the lawn outside
«e Music Hall will probably be
ae first production in the new
wure' he saidWhen completed the theatre
ill have a seating capacity of
19- It will have a large main
a8e which Smith described as

"marvelous" and two small side
stages. Spence said the orchestra
pit will have a floor which can be
raised and lowered by means of
hydraulic jacks.
The building will be equipped
with an elaborate lighting system
which will allow a much greater
variety of lighting effects on the
stage.
The temperature and purity of
the air inside will be well con
trolled by heating, air con
ditioning and circulation units,
according to Spence.

Also included will be sewing'
machines and a washer and drier
for the preparation and maintainance
of
costumes;
a
projection room and showers in
the dressing rooms.
While the old theater is often
branded as a "fire hazard," the
new one will have an extensive
fire safety system. It will include
a sprinkler system, smoke
hatches in the ceiling above the
stage and a fire curtain which
closes in about 30 seconds. All of

these devices are activated
automatically by high temperatures. The concrete, metal
and glass construction of the
building also reduces the chance
of any major damage resulting
from fire.
The building is designed well
structurally to prevent damage
by earthquakes or storms,
Spence said,
Appearance was a major
consideration in the planning of
the building, according
to
Spence. The exterior surfaces are

primarily glass, stucco and
brick. A metal called Core-10,
designed to oxydize over a period
of several months, is also used.
The layer of rust which forms
then protects the underlying
metal.
The planned extensive land
scaping job has not yet been
contracted, according to Spence.
A parking lot for about 600 cars
will be constructed beside the
building. Part of it will be paved
but most will be topped with
gravel, Spence said.

Tuition increase recommended
by State Board committee
A resident instruction fee in
crease of eight per cent, or $13 a
quarter, has been recommended
for OCE by the State Board of
Higher Education's Committee
on Finance. The full board will
vote on the proposal March 23.
Graduate costs at OCE would
increase 15.4 percent, or $41 a
quarter, to total $306.
The committee recommended
instruction fee increases of $18 a
quarter
for
resident
un
dergraduates at Portland State,
University of Oregon, Oregon
State, and Oregon Institute of
Technology. That represents an
11 per cent increase, which would
bring the instruction fee up to
$179 from $165 per quarter.
Southern
Oregon
State's
recommended increases are the
same as those recommended for
OCE.

Nonresident undergraduates at
PSU, UO, OSU and OIT would
pay $62 more a quarter in in
struction fees, up 9.57 per cent to
$71. Non-residents at OCE and
SOSC would pay $62 more, up
11.59 per cent to $597 per quarter.
Graduate instruction fees for
PSU, UO, OSU and OIT would
increase $46 per quarter to 17.7
per cent, or $311.
Eastern Oregon State would be
exempted from increases. The
State Board voted last month to
exempt EOSC from instruction
fee increases and to reduce the
fee for nonresident. The EOSC
instruction fee will remain at $161
per quarter for resident un
dergraduates and $265 for
graduates.
Nonresidents,
charged $535 this year, will pay
resident rates of $161 in in
struction fees next year.

In addition to the instruction
fee, tuition consists of mandatory
health, incidental and building
fees. These fees, currently
ranging from $52 to $59 per
quarter, will be set later by each
individual
institution.
The
committee recommended that
the health service fee be in
creased from $17 to $19 per
quarter and the incidental fee be
kept
at
the
present
$35
maximum.
The committee considered
dormitory room and board
charges and recommended in
creases in that area as well. The
State Board's staff requested the
increase due to the fact that
dormitory staff salary and wages
will increase 10 to 11 per cent nest
year, food costs are projected to
be seven to 10 per cent higher,

and other variable costs, in
cluding utilities, are forecast to
be 10 per cent higher.
The proposed rates are for the
fall,
winter,
spring
term
academic year.
Rates at OCE would increase to
$1,260 for multiple occupancy
rooms, up $45. Single rooms
would be $1,640, up $60.
Increases ranging from $20 to
$251, are recommended for all
institutions
except
SOSC.
Students spending three con
secutive terms in the dorms
would not be subject to increases
in room and board at SOSC. The
plan was developed by SOSC
housing
director
Richard
McDaniel to boost student
residency and was supported by
Board member Loran Stewart
and the committee.

Administration blamed

Few Blacks coming to OCE
There Martin finds their problem
and does everything to solve it.
Although he has no real
authority, he does talk to em
ployers, teachers, or whoever is
necessary, to talk to to help the
troubled student.
"What this office needs,"
Marin said, "is a full time em
ployed person in charge of it. This
person
should
be
well
knowledgable in minority affairs,
a full time student or
someone who has been around
administration is doing only Black teachers, he said
Next term there will be only long enough to know what is
enough to conform with state
three,
possibly four, Black going on here and who could
laws. This lack of interest
students
at OCE. They are all evalutae classes. It should also be
reflects on the grades the Blacks
a paid position."
receive from teachers. The leaving to find a better college
There is some work being done
that
offers
more
and
better
Black
average is just over the 2.00 level.
to help the Minorities Office.
subjects,
Martin
said.
"It's
not
There are not enough classes
Morton has submitted a request
about Blacks taught here at OCE, because they want to go, it is of $3,000 to the President Rice's
because
the
administration
has
Martin said. Even the one that is
^
office. The Minorities Affairs
supposed to teach about Black given them no alternative,
like
any
other
itr
ic
a
OCE
culture, Black's In American
>™ is not a campus
ramnns for Office,
organization on campus, cannot
Society, Soc 477 (g) 3 hrs., taught Blacks. If it was the ad operate
without
financial
by David Allen, is not enough to ministration would be canvasing
assistance.
high
schools
for
more
Blacks.
justify the proper teaching of a
With the Brack population so
Black money is worth just as
Black class.
maall it is hard to get a guest
much
as
white
money
because
Martin took the class and says
speaker to come to OCE along
that Allen is not qualified to teach both are green. Blacks are not with lack of funds, according to
it. He says he lacks knowledge of dumb either. Look back to Martin. Martin has recently
Carver,
blacks to teach the class. George Washington
talked with Dick Bogle of KATU
Especially, Martin said, if Allen Martin Luther King and the list
can't even control his own kids goes on and on. So how are Blacks TV channel 2 on doing a TV
from calling Blacks "Jigaboos". to learn. How are they going to special on Blacks on campus at
Martin has complained about enroll at OCE if there is no in OCE.
"The school is insincere for
the inadequacies of the class. He centive here. OCE is the most
in
more
Black
was asked by Dean of Students totally racist campus in the bringing
students," Martin said. "The
Jack Morton and faculty and state," Martin said.
Martin said there should be a Minorities Office has more output
department heads to outline a
class on Black culture. It was class taught on prejudice, "Black than the administration for in
prejudice, white prejudice, why fluencing Blacks to come to OCE.
rejected.
Blacks
feel the way they do and And whatever glory and success
The main objective of the
class, Understanding Cultural why whites feel the way they do is made through the office the
Attitudes, was to shape mature toward each other. It is a good school is ready and willing to
attitudes toward other people, way to understand the why's and accept it but do not want to work
authority, work, study and play. how's of each race."
*orThis
^ " is a bad image on OCE.^
Martin said if any of the Blacks
If this campus is going to be
recognized as one of the best have any problems they are Says Martin. OCE is a "Myth oi
teacher education institutions in referred to the minorities office. Black Assimilation."

by MICKEY BROWN
Lamron staff
"Our population on campus is
decreasing. That is our black
population. It is not from op
pressions of other students but
because of the lack of interest of
the administration," according to
Curt Martin, Black Laison, Office
of Minority Affairs.
Martin said it is not as bad now
few years ago,
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CONSTRUCTION GOING WELL -- The moving in date for the Fine
Arts Building is now scheduled for June 1.
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Now in the process of organizing a
staff for '76-'77
Positions open include:
Asistant editor
Sports editor
Business manager
Reporters
Photographers

Call
838-1171
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Bargaining order to be proposed

'•&$<

Lamron
Needs You

the nation, Martin said, it is going
to have to wake up and open its
eyes to the problems of Black
minorities by offering classes
and teachers qualified to be
presented to the students, all
students, as part of the regular
curriculum instead of covering
up the problem with a mist of
fragrant spray. There are
Japanese, Indian and Chicano
teachers on campus but can you

I

I
I

Melvin Cleveland, executive
director of the Oregon Employe
Relations Board (OERB), has
assigned himself to propose an
order for the disposition of the
challenged ballot case arising
from the OCE faculty's election
to choose a collective bargaining
agent Dec. 4.
Briefs based on testimony in
the hearing Jan. 30 were com
pleted Tuesday. He then will
propose an order for action by

MARCH'S BIRTHST0NE

•fkt

The color of the Aquamarine
has been likened to a thousand
leagues of sunlit sea imprisoned
in a cup. Supposed to sharpen
the intellect and grant courage,
the Egyptians placed their
courts of law and their battle
fields under its protection.
The Bloodstone is the companion
birthstone for March. Worn by
men, it is often carved with
monograms, initials or crests.
Wear your birthstone for jfffe
fashion and good fortune 'illlj

Brixius Jewelers
837 Main St.
Dallas, Or. 97338
623-3117
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days' notice. Cleveland said an
intense effort will be made to
18.
The
parties,
American include the order on the OEKd
Federation
of
Teachers, docket.
Cleveland appointed himselt.to
American
Association
of
University Professors and the propose the order after tne
Oregon State System of Higher examiner in the Jan. 30 hearingEdwards,
disqualify
Education, then may file ob Roy
jections to the proposed order. himself when it became apparen
For the order to be included on that he had been invoj^d .J"
the OERB docket March 18, 10 preparing differing eligihuj y
days' notice of its inclusion must lists for the two faculty
be given; an alternative would be bargaining elections on Oct.
for all parties to waive the 10 and Dec. 4.

OERB, which will meet on March

Tax booklet available
A new booklet "Special Tax
Refunds For Oregon Home
owners and Renters," is now
available from the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research
group (SPIRG).
The handbook is designed to aid
Oregonians in preparing their
1975 homeowners and renters tax
refunds. Special attention has
been given to such areas as filing
procedures, eligibility,
room
mate situations and audits. Also
included is information regar
ding a special rental assistance
program for senior citizens.
According
to
OSPIRG
Executive Director William Van

*
*

Dyke, "The handbook will help
ners anu n"»ivjVJ
receive the full amount o .
refund to which they are enti ^
The booklet clearly tells ho ^
file and how to prepare
possible audit."
the
The guide, compiled ny .
University of Oregon
^
Campus Housing Office
printed by OSPIRG, is
05
college students. There is
cent charge to non- s t u d e n - j
To order copies of w gon
Tax
Refunds For u "
Homeowners and
^
write to OSPIRG, 115 SW*»
Ave., Portland, Oregon -- .

Come in and Check Out Our
Albums
Incense
Jewelry
Macrame

*
*
*
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*
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REBUILT JEANS
0NLY *6.50 A PAIR

STYX AND STONES

& Pacific Hwy.
A record shoppe
»*******************:

838-4975J

Blood Drive

Students encouraged to donate
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor

••

"F'ind a friend and go with
him, is Blood Drive Chairperson
Joan Lenton's advice for those
who have never given blood. The
blood drive is Wednesday, March
11, and Thursday, March 12.

•

Stations will be set up in the
upper concourse of the College
Center from noon to 7 p.m., on
Wednesday and 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Thursday.
Lenton emphasized the im
portance of reaching this term's
quota of 350 pints. "Because
there are places depending on the
donations of those at OCE. Last
term's quota of 400 pints was not
met, though we came close."
Those who have never given
blood are asked to find a buddy
and come together. "I know it
helped me to have somebody else
there the first time I gave,"
remembered Lenton.

^ WILLING DONOR •• The Blood Drive is schf*riniari #«»
* •«, _»
a"d ™«"sday and
blooded
students
OCE
are encouraged by
those
all rednchZd"esay
CZs
e9e
Ce"te' and
donate, helping to reach the
guota
of
350
-°
pints
°"
student
p
s student smiles, proving that it can't be all that
bad.

AOSL meeting rescheduled
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
The Associated Oregon Student
Lobby (AOSL), which failed to
get a quorum at its last board
meeting due to bad weather, will
meet tomorrow in Salem. The

UO to sue
Students at the University of
Oregon plan on sueing the State
System of Higher Education for
$435,000.
That figure happens to be
precisely the amount that was
recently spent on some handball
and tennis courts for the
university. But the students
claim the money was taken from
the dormitory budget. If they
cannot actually - recover the
money, they would at least like a
court order giving dorm students
first priority on the courts, ac
cording to Mark Cogan, an
assistant in legislative affairs for
the Associated Students of UO.
Cogan said that since it was
dorm money that paid for the
courts, dorm students should be
able to use them instead of the
current use, which is mainly
instruction. The suit is being filed
in Lane County Circuit Court.

meeting will begin at 1 p.m. and
will probably be in Room 209 of
the Capitol Building.
The location of the meeting is
ideal since a great deal of the
meeting will center on the lobby's
legislative priorities for the next
legislature.
Students from OCE have
already presented their program
on Monmouth Avenue Closure
and will be seeking approval
from the board to have it listed as
one of the 1977-79 legislative
priorities. Executive Secretary of
the lobby, Dennis Mulvihill, is
optimistic that the closure will be
included in the AOSL platform.
To insure that the important
legislative matters will be voted
upon at this meeting, Mulvihill
has suggested that the voting
quorum be dropped from five to
four member schools. Other than
voting on that suggestion and
discussing the proposed tuition
increases for next year, the lobby
will be following its agenda from
the February meeting.
That agenda included final
approval of the lobby's voter
guide, which is now completed,
and a proposal from the Oregon
Institute of Technology con
cerning building a new student
union. OIT wishes to see that as a
legislative priority for AOSL
since the campus is currently

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

ASOCE
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Zip-

Most medication should not be
taken within 24 to 48 hours before
donating blood. However, Lenton
encourages those students who
have taken medication to come
through the station and check
because they may be able to give
blood.

Free cookies and juice will be
available for all donors after they
have given.
Lenton urged anyone who
knows of a person needing blood
for surgery to replace some in a
blood bank to let her know and
their donated blood and that of
others will go to the person. "It
helps motivate students to give
when they're giving for a certain
person," she said.
In recent years a professor and
fathers of OCE students have
been helped by the OCE blood
drive. "It's a good feeling to know
you've helped a friend's dad,"
claimed Lenton.
So far no one has specified an
individual to receive blood from
the drive.
Most of the blood donated will
go to Salem unless a special need
is specified by centers in Por
tland. "It helps those who need it
and a person's donation may save
a life," said Lenton.
Anyone willing to help with the
drive on Wednesday between 3
p.m. and 7 p.m. is asked to leave
a note in Lenton's SPO, No. 71.
Help is needed in the areas of
typing, aiding donors on and off
the table, and handing out
cookies and juice. Any questions
can be answered in the ASOCE
offices or by contacting the
chairperson.

without a building such as OCE's
Those who have had the flu
College Center.
recently may be able to donate
Kirby Garrett, the lobby's blood. "If you feel healthy come
representative
from
the on through and you will probably
University of Oregon, has a be able to give," said Lenton.
proposed bill that will give
"I'd really like to see us meet
students full control of incidental
An appointment system has
fee monies. He would like to see been set up for those donors who our quota this year, we haven't
that, as well as a number of small can only come a certain time. done it in the past two years and I
think we can," added Lenton.
changes
in
the
collective
bargaining bill adopted into the
lobby's legislative platform.
Oregon State University has a
"Complete
number of comments on the
collective bargaining bill as well
Office Supplies
as a proposal that would give
Since 1891"
students tax credit for paying
tuition.
Also on tap to be discussed is
the continuation of the lobby in
the face of new student body
officers taking over their duties.
Since the AOSL Board of
Directors is made up of the
student body presidents from the
seven state system schools, it is
important that they are familiar
with the lobby before they take
office, according to Mulvihill.
120 Commercial St. N.E.
Students who are interested in
Salem, Oregon 97301
seeing the lobby add any sort of a
legislative proposal to its priority *
503-363-3162
y
list may contact Ruth Daniels in
1J
the ASOCE Office.

FREE
Address.

Students planning to give blood
are reminded to drink lots of
fluids and eat something within
four
hours
before
giving.
However, for those who cannot do
this, there will be something for
them to drink before giving
blood.

They can pick up a sign up sheet
in the college center at the blood
drive display and fill in the
necessary information. Upon
reporting to the stations at the
time pre-arranged they will all be
rushed to the front of the line and
moved through the process,
much more quickly than if they
hadn't made an "appointment."

Pacific Room
j College Center
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Slwp
Fresh Flowers and Plant
Arrangements Made to Please You

"Say it with flowers - Ours"
Evening Calls Welcome
415 11th St., Independence
838-0806
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Campus forum

Lamron

Established in 1923

Opinion
Make trucks off limits
Who said that Monmouth city government was
unrelated to campus affairs? Students at OCE will have a
chance in the near future to get involved in local politics
that could be to their own benefit.
The Monmouth City Planning Commission, headed by
Dr. Dennis Fahey, OCE special education director,
will be concerning the truck route aspect of Monmouth
Avenue. A proposal to channel all trucks around Mon
mouth Avenue rather than right through the middle of
campus was put before the City Council, and was sub
sequently referred to this committee.
Under the proposal, there would not be one
designated truck route, but several alternative routes, all
with the purpose of channeling truck traffic away from
campus. This would not only be safer for students, but
would also cut down on noise, which becomes a real
factor in the spring when many professors attempt to
lecture with their windows open.
We realize that the students want the avenue closed to
all traffic as we do. But although it is only a partial
solution, we see this as a positive step in the right
direction. If students stand together on this issue, then
the city council, the State Board of Education and the
state legislature will see that they are serious about the
problem. After all, there has to be a starting point
somewhere, and starting through the right channels may
get students farther than acting as though they are going
into armed combat.
Exactly what can be done? Letters and Dhone calls
can be directed to Dr. Fahey at Ed. 141, ext. 322. They
can also be directed straight to the city council at 151 W.
Main, 838-0722. It will only take a minute for each
student to do something, but if everyone takes that
minute, the combined efforts will be astounding.

'Barry Lyndon' review misrepresentative
To the editor:
I feel I must respond to the
misrepresentation
in
Pat
Stimac's review of Barry Lyn
don. Otherwise innocent students
may be impelled to spend their
money on this atrocity.
Yes, Barry Lyndon is a better
movie than 2001, but I am not
sure this is saying anything in its
favor; but to contend that it is
superior to A Clockwork Orange
is absurd. A Clockword Orange
has something to say (whether
we agree with it or not) and says
it vigorously, with force. But
Barry Lyndon, in the words of
Shakespeare, "is a tale/Told by
an idiot, full of sound and
fury / Signifying noting." Or, as
Mark
Twain
remarked
of
Fenimore Cooper's The Deerslayer, it "accomplishes nothing
and arrives in air." The simple
fact is that Barry Lyndon, as a
story, a novel, and a movie, is
vapid and uninteresting. As a
rogue Barry is not bad enough to
excite our interest or our con
demnation. As a man he is not
good enough to evoke our sym
pathy at his fall. His fate elicits
aeither our outrage nor our sense
of justice, because we just do not
care.

Campus forum
Voting urged
To the editor:
I would like to urge all OCE
students age 18 to get registered
immediately. You have about 30
days to use "register by mail"
forms, available at banks and
post offices, or to drive to City
Hall or Dallas Court House.
This is your chance to take part
in forming a government.
President, city and county of
ficials are your choice.

As a Democratic candidate for
County
Commissioner
spot
number one, I would appreciate
your vote. Equally, I would ap
preciate your interest in the
democratic process by seeing you
be among those who get coun
ted!!!

Article
helpful
To the editor:
It seems as though someone is
finally listening and reporting. I
was glad to see two articles
focusing on a subject which the
student body seems to want to
hear more about. I am of course
referring to the incidental fee
question. I would point out, as I'm
sure you are all aware, that the
typographical
errors
were
atrocious. Perhaps it was wishful
thinking on Terri Schmidt's part
to say the incidental fees totaled
some 23 million dollars but I think
not.
I hope more readers were
helped by the articles. I know it
has cleared up some confusion on
my part.
B.E. Thomas
OCE Student

This lack of interest is not detached voice is intended to
improved by the presence of provide the needed irony for
Ryan O'Neal or Marisa Beren- seeing the folly of human ac
son. The pasty-faced O'Neal, with tivities in the vanity fair of life, is
his phoney Irish accent, has all retained. But as in the original,
the acting ability of a dead toad the irony is turned on insipid
(which he often resembles), and characters acting insipidly in
Miss
Berenson,
though insipid affairs. Without a
photogenic, is not required by the meaningful context to hone the
script to act, unless reclining in a edge of the irony, it becomes a
tub
naked
or
screaming hollow cynicism. Such occurs in
hysterically can be considered Thackery's novel, and such oc
acting. This may, of course, be curs in Kubrick's movie.
Stanley Kubrick is a director of
brilliant casting on Kubrick's
part. Since he is dealing with talent and vision. Paths of Glory,
such dull characters, why not Dr. Strangelove, Lolita, and A
Clockwork Orange show this. He
portray them with dull actors.
The tedium of the movie is not a is also a director with a fine
result of its length, a rather ability in the technical aspects of
sophomoric assertion, but the film-making. But when gadgetry
result of its lack of action. The and special effects overcome the
first part, admittedly, holds our telling of the tale, when the
interest, for things are happening techniques become an end rather
-- Barry's duel, his adventures as than a means, Kubrick becomes
a soldier, the marvelously dull and pedantic. Such is the
captured charge on the French case with 2001 and such is the
position. But "After the Battle, case with Barry Lyndon. If this
exercise
in
selfMother," it is a long slide down tedious
wins
academy
hill. Nothing of interest or im indulgence
portance transpires (unless one awards in other than technical
is intrigued by long, lingering areas (where it is brilliant), the
glances). Even the death of farcical nature of the awards will
Barry's son does not touch us, once again be amply demon
except as a welcome respite from strated.
Dennis W. Eddings,
boredom.
The problem with the movie, as Associate Professor, Humanities
I see it, is that Kubrick got lost in
the technical side of his film,
forgetting that a movie has an
obligation to be interesting. Yes,
the
candle-lit
scenes
are
gorgeous, but beauty without To the editor:
substance soon palls. Three and
This letter is directed to the
one-half hours of scenery do not a person, or persons, responsible
movie make. Costumes whose for the theft of Jeff Proctor's
sole purpose is to attract at pottery, which was on display in
tention to themselves indicate the Campbell Hall Gallery.
that there may well be nothing
Stealing from craftsmen is
else to see.
unforgivable. It's hard enough
Kubrick has tried something for them to survive in Automated
quite interesting, but the ex America without high overhead
periment is a failure. The patient caused by theft. There is a lot of
(and the audience) has died. He time and money spent in
has tried to capture the leisurely producing good quality pottery.
pace of a Victorian novel, but who There is also a great deal of time
reads Victorian novels these and money spent in learning and
days? We are not sympathetic to
developing skills in craft.
that languid
pace.
Worse,
Jeff remarked that he didn't
Kubrick has taken a bad Vic
mind losing the pieces as much
torian novel to work with. This
as knowing the kind of person
badness is translated with faith
that now has them. I couldn't
ful accuracy to the screen as a
agree with him more.
result of
Kubrick's
literal
Craig Martell
treatment. The narrator, whose
Jr., Art

Pottery theft

Eunice C. Brandt
P.O. Box 322
Falls City, Ore. 97334

Election just a start
To the student body:
Howdy farm fans! Wasn't that
election fun? But that was just
our opener. Wait till you see the
can of beer.
On tap is the $250,000 Battle of
the Decade right here at River
City. The students, yes, your good
ole average donkey, is getting
into student government.
As of last Friday there were
only 3 empty seats left in Senate.
Two weeks ago there were 18, yes
18 empty seats.
Social Board obviously needs
lots of help. Two people with one
too laid back to vote. Abstain my
butt.
$7,500 is alotta Flak. I think alot
of us like "small names". Jill, Jo,
Tom, Dick. Harry's a little long
but he's O.K.
The first meeting of The GOAT
Party Club will be held this Fri.,
the 6th, at 3 p.m. in the Wallowa
Room.
Small names will gather and
see what is going to happen down
on the farm. The donkeys and
goats are forming their own
music, poetry and dramatic
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events of their own, for student
enjoyment.
April 9, World Food Day, May
1, and a May Day Celebration are
shaping up. Join in.
Vaughan and Kronser are
really looking for student input re
the $250,000 Student Incidental
Fee Fund. Give 'em some. A
word. A Note.
I'm less concerned about
"coordination and direction" of
the energy generated over the
elections. Each individual is
responsible enough to do that.
Increased involvement, good
energy is what we need still more
of.
The 702 that voted have to
check out the other 2100 that
didn't call the turkeys in out of
the rain, you know, "Gobble,
Gobble, Gobble."
This is Birthday Year. Let's ,
have a party. A big one, all year
long. Let's get the whole town
High.
Bob Melendy of
The GOAT party club
P.S. Nice going Cecilia Stiles
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Guest editorial

A

student view

SB One: An atrocity! Board chooses tuition hike
cometimes
Sometimes

a
a

thina
thing

QOamc
seems

.so
A

self-eviH^,
tHe

obligation to write about it brings a profound
5enate

legislator''0655-

Bill One, a labyrinth of vindictive
such a case. It is only the spectre of the hill
i
Land that prompts this statement of the obvious""
Senate Bill One must be stopped
The following editorial is part of a nnti™ j

'S
°f

by DIANE DUNLAP
for the Lamron
note:

Ms. Dunlap, a
graduate student at OCE, is a
student
member
the
0f
mission0'131

C°°"lln»U"8

Com-

campaign against SB-1. Congress' considered a^his
frontal assault on our civil liberties must td
V „
political priorities in this election year We are
u
£wer of the press; you mus) UJ,£ Zer ofT.9. #
Congress must kill this bill immediately.

4u«T?n education10 There
are so many things that affect
every decision. Take tuition for
example (please); there is innl01'
tradition,
tenure
collective bargaining, ad in^
SB-l began ten years ago, when Congress, at Lyndon nnitum, ad nauseum, that affect
Johnsons request, appointed a body headed by farmer any decision to change policy.
Ca forma governor Pat Brown to revise Title 18 of the U S
By the time students get into
Code. T.tle 18 deals w.th criminal law and as Johnson's crime the process, the choices that are
commission asserted, is an obstacle rather than a useful left have that ole Catch-22 flavor,
ihey "gotcha" if you do; they
handbook for law enforcement.
gotcha" if you don't.
The job was Herculean, and there was no Hercules to be
For example, take the current
found. As time went on and administrtions changed the task proposed increase in tuition at
became increasingly monopolized by Neanderthal types
most of our schools this year. It
notably Democratic Senator John McClellan of Arkansas
' seems to be sinking in across the
campuses that tuition really is
Nixon was in power. Law and Order was his theme song
going up. We're going to have to
ancj McClellan and company had a field day drafting the
dig even deeper into already
criminal law reform. They staged lengthy showcase hearings empty pockets for as much as $62
featuring famous liberals in full dress, while they fashioned a on some campuses. And that is
just tuition; incidental fees,
piece of pure malevolence. Their intent was that
"responsible people could swindle and spy with relative health fees, and building fees will
also be going up in most cases.
Impunity, while irresponsible elements" - particularly those
The total additional cost per
ho
found
our
Vietnam
adventures
distasteful
would
be
w
student will probably reach as
forevermore brought to heel and held safely beneath it.
high as $75 or more on many
campuses.
When the State Board of Higher
It is impossible to enumerate all the pernicious parts of a
Education decided on the overall
753-page legislative proposal in this space. Much more ink
tuition policy last year, they
will be spilled in discussion of it. We urge you to watch
knew that this was coming. There
closely for details, but here are just a few observations about
wasn't enough money to run the
SB-1:
whole show as usual, so either
It would abridge freedom of press by establishing
programs or schools had to be
cut, or more money had to be
penalties for the disclosure of information vaguely deemed
raised.
in the interest of national security.
The list of options given to them
It would re-establish and mandate the forfeiture of human
at that time were "Catch-22"
life for many breaches of the code.
options, every one of them. I
It would place strict limitations on public protest and
suppose there was room there for
impose heavy penalties for violation.
some innovative thinking. The
Board could have refused to
If would excuse governmental misconduct if the accused
choose among the "yukky"
believed their actions were duly authorized, as did many of
choices and seek some other new
the principals in Watergate.
solution. But that didn't happen.I
It woufd sanction and increase governmental use of wire
taps.
It would vastly increase penalties for victimless crimes
such as marijuana possession and pornography.
It would seriously weaken constitutional guarantees
established in the Supreme Court's Miranda decision,
by BETTY KING
encourage police entrapment and make insanity as a
Lamron staff
defense nearly impossible.
America's 200th birthday is
The list could go on and on. The bill is an obscenity. Those
right around the corner. With so
disenchanted with the polices and practices of the United
much history scattered around
States over the last several decades still enjoy a remarkable
the country, why not spend the
degree of liberty. SB-1 is an assault on this liberty. It is Bicentennial summer soaking up
the sights (and sites) that are all
frightening that SB-1 should be the object of serious
a part of America? If one cites
consideration. But such are the times that it could achieve
expense as a major hurdle, then
not just consideration, but passage. The thought appalls.
read on.
Daily Californian
Through
American
Youth

suppose the legislature, in
deciding how much money would
go to higher education for 1975-77
oo"lduhave refused their "Catch-'
22 choices, and tried to reach for
a better solution than the old one
of passing the buck." And there
Z*Jf 'ot of ta|k during the last
legislative session about doing
But sadly' il stayed in
th«
t ^t'.
the talk
stage'primarily,
and the
buck did get passed to the State
Board of Higher Education in the
Di"?- °n not enough money.
Politically wise, but not too in
novative. The same can be said of
the Board's decisions.

Universities, Colleges square
off in battle
Next week, several school
districts in Southern Oregon will
be asked to vote on their an
nexation into a neighboring
community college district.
This mav not seem too im
portant to students in the rest of
the state, but it carries con
sequences for all of us. As usual,
it is a Catch-22 situation. Part of
one county (Jackson) allegedly
wants access to a community
college and all the benefits it can
offer. However, Jackson county
already has a four-year statesupported
college
(SOSC).
However, that state-supported
college doesn't offer the kinds of
vocational-technical
courses,
adult education courses and
open-door counseling services
that a community college can
offer. There is a community
college nearby (Rogue). That
school has an inadequate tax
base and would love some new
dollars coming in.
However, Rogue would also
like to offer lower division
transferable courses. That would
be at a lower cost to the student
than those offered at SOSC. If you
followed all those "howevers,"
you might note that now the two
schools are in potential com

petition for the same limited
number of students and student
dollars.
The taxpayers in this situation
are also in a bad position. If they
vote no on the annexation, they
will still have to travel to Rogue
and pay out-of-district tuition, or
to SOSC and pay the ridiculous
tuition levels I've already
mentioned.
Thanks to a favorite economics
professor, it is easy to see that no
one has a real choice in this
situation. The consumer cum
student cum taxpayer has to have
a real choice of viable alter
natives before them, with enough
information to make a rational
decision. That is part of the
Magna Carta of consumer
economics. We have neither a
real choice, nor do we have
adequate information to make, or
even suggest, a real choice.
Sadly,
the
way
the
Rogue SOSC problem is handled
in Southern Oregon will probably
have
long-range
percedent
setting effects on all students. If
the voters approve the an
nexation, either the State Board
of Higher Education or the
Oregon
Educational
Coor
dinating Commission will have to
step in and make some policy
decision about what direction
educaiton will go in this state in
the coming years.
Many
members
of
the
legislature are also watching how
this conflict is handled. They will
have to make decisons in the
session next January. There is
enough distress and anger on the
part of students, faculty, ad
ministration, and taxpayers, that
it may be even more difficult
than usual for them to find the
politically expedient answer that
also keeps the 22 schools afloat.
I begin to understand the
South's wish to seceed from the
Union. But of course, even that
had its Catch-22 aspects. I don't
remember them winning either.

Hostels allow cheap travel

What has been called a clear alternative to Senate Bill
One" by the American Civil Liberties Union is currently
before the House of Representatives. The bill would do
what Senate Bill One was originally supposed to do
without all the dangerous "fringe benefits."
Introduced by Representatives Robert Kastenmeier,
D-Wis., and Don Edwards, D-Calif., and Abner Mikva, Dlll-» H. R. 10850 does make needed reform in federal law,
but does not interfere with civil liberties.
The drafters of the bill used SB 1 as their basis, but
made more than 1,000 needed changes.
To date no senator has been willing to introduce this
bill to the Senate, but with the support of the people and
the House perhaps this bill can force SB 1 out of the
picture.
To show support of this new bill or to obtain a copy of
ft for further examination students may write
Representative Les Aucoin, Room 329, Cannon House
Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. To get the bill
sponsored by a senator, students may write Senator
Mark Hatfield, 463 Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C., 20510 or Senator Robert Packwood,
6327 Dirksen Senate Office Building at the same city and
zip code. -Ed.
March 4,1976

Hostels, Inc. (AYH), travelers
may stay in any one of 151 hos
tels across the United States.
AYH is a non-profit, nonsectarian organization created to
help promote enjoyment of the
outdoors through traveling. An
overnight stay costs only $1 to
$3.50.
To help wring the most out of
summer travels, students may
bring in some older modes such
as canoeing, hiking, horseback
riding, or biking as a way of
seeing the country at an
unhurried pace.
Hostels provide a bed, a
matress, and blankets. There are
separate dorms for men and
women, with a common rec
reation room. Each dorm pro
vides washrooms and a kit
chen where travelers may
prepare their own food. Cooking
utensils are provided.
The hostel had its beginings in
1909 when Richard Schirrmann,
an
elementary
teacher
in
Germany, thought up the idea.
By 1911 there were 17 hostels in
Germany, and the concept was
spread to other countries. From

there the idea spread to the
United States.
American youth hostels are
relatively new as the first one
was established in 1934. It was
located in Northfield, Mass. and
was founded by Monroe and
Isabel Smith, who were school
teachers. By 1959 15,000 travelers
were
participating
in
the
American program. Today the
number of travelers has topped
the 75,000 mark and will most
likely rise with the number of
Bicentennial
travelers
this
summer.
To help facilitate easy access to
hostels while traveling, the
American Youth Hostels Inc. has
been establishing a system of
hostels that are about 350 miles
apart throughout the country.
Accomodations are open to all
who carry a membership card in
the AYH, which is in association
with the International Youth
Hostel Federation. Close; to 4,500
hostels honor the pass throughout
the world.
Passes are valid for one year,
and cost $5 for those under 18 and
$11 for those 18 and older.
Hosteling is meant for those
travelers who like to rise early
and be on their way. The
customary limit for residence at
one hostel is three days unless
special arrangements have been
made. A hostel traveler should
travel light and bring along only
what is needed, such as his or her
AYH pass, maps, minimal
personal items and any sporting
equipment needed.

Hostels are located all over
America, but they are most
common in the New England and
Great Lakes area. There are not
many in the south. There are
quite a few Canadian hostels on
the east coast, several in the
West-especially in the Candian
Rockies--and a few in central
Canda. Infromation on European
hostel locaitons may be obtained
through the AYH.
So, if you'd like to spend the
summer
traveling
without
spending all you've got, look into
youth hosteling. Besides that,
what better way to meet people?.
Interested persons may write
for a free pamphelt about
hosteling on his or own. One may
also ask for the AHY trip folder,
"Highroad
to
Adventure
1976,"which lists preplanned, allexpense paid trips with a leader.
The address is: American Youth
Hostels, Inc., Mational Campus,
Deleplane, Virginia 22025.

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE
(Experienced Merchandise)
Skiis & Ski Boots

2

Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30

till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366
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Education department explored

competence

Program personalized,
By LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff

According to Dr. Gerald Girod,
Director of the OCE Elementary
Education Division, there are
four basic concepts relating to
the
Elementary
Education
program.
These are that the program is
presonalized with a low studentto-teacher ratio, field-based,
because actual student teaching
experience is stressed, com
petency based because students
must demonstrate their teaching
ability, and systematic, en
couraging sound planning to
enable students to attain the
required competencies.
First class treatment

Girod feels that there are some
important points that set OCE
apart from many other colleges
involved in teacher education.
For one thing, when OCE
education majors go into their
field experience program in
which they student teach at
various nearby public schools,
their own college professor is the
one who acts as their individual
supervisor during their practice
teaching.
Girod said that at some
colleges it was normal for
graduate students to act as the
supervisors for student teachers.

follow a certain teaching pattern
does not mean that he will inspire
kids to learn, and Girod believes
that requiring students to
demonstrate
an
increased
teaching competency and per
formance level before they are
allowed certification will help
further assure the quality of OCE
teacher graduates.
An interesting fact that Girod
mentioned was that they had
found that whether a student did
well in field teaching often was in
direct relation to a high GPA
standing. Girod said that while
some may once have thought that
highly intelligent students would
have a more difficult time
relating and communicating with
elementary school children this
has proven to be totally un
true.

Good grades help

While OCE provides grad
uating education students with
an education degree, in order to
actually
enter
teaching
graduates then need to obtain
their
teaching certification.
Teaching certificates are issued
through the State of Oregon,
which acts upon the recom
mendation of the college the
student attended.
Girod said that while many
colleges require that a graduate
has simply demonstrated that he
can follow basic teaching
procedures before he can be
recommended for certification,
OCE has gone a step further and
requires that the student must
also demonstrate
the
ef
fectiveness of his teaching and
that kids in his class learn.
Girod feels that just because a
student demonstrates that he can

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE
Knapp Shoe Counselor
Shoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

148 C Street
Independence, Ore. 97351

Girod said that the OCE
student teacher program in local
schools is a benefit to both sides.
While OCE students get practical
experience in the teaching
profession, regular teachers in
the classrooms get help looking
after their own class.
Girod emphasized that student
teachers are not just a teacher's
aide, as in grading papers or
other clerical tasks. As ap
prentice teachers they share in
all aspects of a full teacher's job,
including
instructional
and
disciplinary.
As part of the student teaching
program both the regular
classroom teacher and the
supervising OCE professor work
together in evaluating the
student's performance in order
for him to receive a worthwhile
feedback as to his progress.
According to Girod some 75 per
cent of
students entering
Elementary Education stay in
the program to its completion.

TEACHING AIDES ZZLABLE
Building contains a wide selection of films and textbooks for student use.

through the program, may decide
to stick it out, perhaps in ap
prehension that if they quit they
might be seen as a failure in the
eyes of parents and friends.
Teaching not for everyone

Another
problem
Girod
mentioned briefly was oc
cassional law violations by
students, which could endanger
their teaching career. Girod felt
that often students don't realize
the serious implications of cer
tain felony charges, such as some
forms of shoplifting or drug
usage, and that such items on
their record can cause big
problems in securing their
teaching credentials and getting
a teaching position.
Of the Elementary Education
graduates that were job hunting
Girod stated that 73 per cent did
secure jobs.
According to Girod all colleges
are required to do a sample
follow up of graduates, and last
Well rounded experience
year OCE did a fairly com
Most of those 25 per cent who prehensive one.
drop out of the program do so as a Grad survey taken
result of their own decision.
Of the graduates chosen at
A problem that Girod oc- random for the sample follow up
cassionally
finds
is
that study, each that agreed to take
sometimes students who leave part was visited and evaluated
the program see themselves as for a full day in his or her school
failures. Girod .emphasized that by an OCE faculty member.
such a situation does not cast a
The teachers were asked to
doubt over the student's overall show how their kids were learn
abilities but simply means that ing and evaluative information
teacher education just didn't fit was gathered from pupils,
his style.
principal, fellow teachers and
Girod mentioned that at times the teacher himself.
Girod mentioned that one of the
students who would be better off
in another career continue in the fun aspects of the evaluation was
teaching program because they getting comments from the
are reluctant to back out. Girod young students as to how well a
said that some such students, job they felt their teacher was
who may be just barely getting doing.

BEAVER STATE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Optional Passbook
90-Day Passbook
*12 Mo. Certificate
*30 Mo. Certificate
*48 Mo. Certificate
*72 Mo. Certificate

Annual
Rate
5.25%
5.75%
6.50%
6.75%
7.50%
7.75%

8.06%
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Girod stated that the follow-up
study results showed almost all
OCE graduates surveyed that
were now in the teaching
profession, were rated in the
highly
competent
catagory.
Graduates themselves were
generally more than pleased with
the quality of education that they
had received while at OCE.
Some other facts revealed by
the survey showed that most OCE
graduate teachers were teaching
in traditional classroom set
tings, as opposed to modular or
team teaching situations. In
addition few grads taught classes
that included members of
minority groups.

solely on the basis of its quality of
education, which Girod feels has
been the most consistent stan
dard of quality maintained by
any college teacher education
program.
Girod feels this quality is m
jeopardy if the Education
Department does not receive
additional funding to increase its
faculty.

Girod said that any students
wishing to see a copy of last
year's graduate follow up survey
may do so in the Dean of Faculty
office, where it is on file.
Girod said that with the present
emphasis on more individualized
instruction, the education de
partment is in need of an in
crease in the number of staff and
faculty members.
Girod points out that OCE has
built its present high reputation
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As
evidence
of
the
thoroughness of OCE's survey,
Girod said that as a graduation
follow-up many colleges do
nothing more than just send out
written questionnaires to their
graduate sample.
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fjrlnrr Tuesday "" The ,ast Natural Science Seminar of the
rm will take place Tuesday, March 9 at noon in NS 103 Dr Rav
Dakotas°" W
** 3 leCtUre °n "The Geology of the High Plains.
Concert Band Tonight -The 66 member Concert Band will present a
concert tonight at 8 p.m. in the College Center Coffee Shop. The con
cert is open to the public and is free of charge.
Liona Boyd to Return ~ Guitarist Liona Boyd will return to OCE this
summer for a two-day workshop. Boyd will be as "artist in residence"
tor July 14 and 15, conducting another workshop and presenting
another recital.
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theButler Beauty Pageant!"00 " County'

Lamron photo by Don Baldwin

Brief (John Baker) takes it off for a Brenda
packed house at

by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

received a bouquet of artifical
roses as well as a diamond tierra
and her offical robe, and then
There were a number of big took her first walk as queen down
winners in the Second Annual the runway.
Butler Hall Beauty Pageant last
Other "winners" in the pageant
week but the biggest was Butler's were OCE President Leonard
new Queen Carmelita Dope (John Rice, who won the mystery door
Little).
prize, a date with the new win
Miss Dope had earlier won her ner; Miss Linn County, Squirrely
local contest and was entered in Shirley (Eric Suing) who won the
the Butler Pageant as Miss coveted Miss Congeniality award
Multnomah County. As the new and the first and second runners
Ms. Butler she will represent up in the pageant, Rosie O'Rear
Monmouth at the National and Brenda Brief.
Pageant in New York this May.
Miss O'Rear, Miss. Morrow
In winning her title Miss Dope County (Tom Wolfe) finished
placed first in both the formal close behind the pageant winner
and swimsuit competition. As in the voting. She will represent
tears streamed down her face she OCE if for any reason the new

Lamron photo by Don Baldwin

MS. BUTLER HALL 1976 » Pretty Carmelita Dope from Multno•
mah County smiles that award winning smile of her's just
moments after being crowned.

. March 4.1976

Food Day Observed -- The Monmouth Food Day Committee is
organizing an observance of World Food Day, to take place April 8
l nose interested m participating can contact Bill Brugnoli Jr at 8383423 or 838-0272.

queen is unable to fulfill her
duties.
Miss Lincoln County, Brenda
Brief (John Baker) was the
second runner up. She finished
just three points behind Miss
O'Rear.
Miss O'Rear won the poise
competition with her answer to
the question of gun control. Miss
Brief was the overwhelming
favorite in the talent competition
and received a near perfect
score. Her talent was singing
"I've Got to Be Me" as she was
stripping down from a rough and
tumble construction worker,
complete with hard hat and lunch
box, to a seductive young miss,
wearing practically nothing.
But the overwhelming and
sentimental "winner" of the
evening was undoubtedly last
year's Miss Butler Hall Cathy
Falsey (Glenn Wilson). Miss
Falsey returned to this year's
pageant to crown the new winner,
but charmed the crowd by per
forming her talent act of a year
ago, singing "I Enjoy Being a
Girl." She added a second
number late in the pageant with
her rendition of "Somewhere
over the Rainbow."
The pageant was marred near
the end of the evening by the
appearance of a flasher, a young
masked man who came up on
stage and falshed his body to the
girls, who were horrified.
Some of the other high scoring
talent acts were Miss Marion
County's Ima Hawg (Tony
Bass), who says she has a sister
named Youra Hawg and her
exotic native hoola dance, and
Miss Shirley's very impressive
piano solo. The new queen,
Carmelita Dope, did a rather
unusual routine with her fan
tastic yo-yo.
Kevin VanDyke, Gentle Hall
Student Assistant, was the sound
engineer for the pageant and did
an outstanding job filling some of
the gaps while the girls were
changing cloths with background
music. Freshmen Corby Chappell
and Bob Gell put the pageant
together and received adequate
rewards for their efforts. The
attendance for the pageant was
some 300 people, six times the
number who attended last year's
show. The biggest winners of the
evening were the audience, who
were treated to a show they will
not soon forget.

Chamber Choir to Appear - The U of O Chamber Choir will give a
concert of 16th and 17th century music Monday, March 8 in the Music
Hall Auditorium. The program, described a being Renaissance
baroque literature for voices and instruments, will begin at 8 p m
Spring Sports Starting -- Any OCE student who wants to join a spring
sports team should contact the following coaches: Joe Caligure
baseball, NPE; Carol Brownlow, softball, NPE; Jackie Rice,
women's track, NPE; Don Spinas, men's track, NPE, Wilma Hein,
women's tennis, NPE; Bob McCullough, men's tennis, NPE and Bili
McArthur, golf, OPE.
Carney, Cat Featured -- Art Carney and a cat star in "Harry and
Tonto," the Friday film for tomorrow night. The film will be shown at
6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. in the Coffee Shop. Admission is $1 for students
and adults, 50 cents for those 7 to 12, and free to those under 7.
Last Monday Movie -- The last Monday movie for winter term will be
the 1930 classic, "Sahara." The movie is free to the public and will be
shown at 7 p.m. Monday, March 8 in the Coffee Shop.
'Freedom of the Press' Talk Thursday — Erhard Dortmund,
assistant history professor, will speak on "Freedom of the Press"
Thursday, March 11, in the College Center Willamette Room. The talk
is presented by the social science department.
Taft Featured -- Senator Robert Taft is being featured in "Profiles in
Courage" Wednesday, March 10, at noon in the College Center
Willamette Room.
Pottery Demo Tuesday -- There will be a pottery demonstration
presented by the Art department Tuesday, March 9 in the main con
course of the College Center. The demonstration will take place at
noon.

CES Dancers Tomorrow -- The Campus Elementary School fourth,
fifth and sixth graders, under the direction of Mrs. Helen Addison, will
do folk dances in the College Center Coffee Shop at noon tomorrow.
Art Talk Monday -- Mr. John Casey of the art department will speak
of "Contemporary American Contributions to the World of Art"
Monday, March 8 at noon in the Willamette Room.
Bike Tour Slated -- The Outdoor Program is holding a bike tour to
historical points of interest in Marion Polk Counties. For more in
formation on the tour, which is scheduled to be Saturday, students
may contact Outdoor Program Director Lauren Burch.
Mementos on Display -OCE memorabilia are on display in the case
across from the College Center office as a part of the Bicentennial
archives display.
Inspirational Meeting Set — Campus Christian Scientists will hold
their weekly inspirational meeting in the College Center Ochoco Room
at noon Wednesday.

Carter for President -- A Jimmy Carter organization is forming on
all the college campuses in the state of Oregon. Anyone who is in
terested in starting a Carter for President organization at OCE may
call Bryan Cohen at 686-6147 or write Students for Carter, Care of
B/ran Cohen, 1000 Patterson, Box No. 309, Eugene, OR, 97401.
Campus Creative Night -- Come and share your original songs,
poetry, and / or other art work, 7:30 p.m. Thursday, March 11, No. 8
503 S. Monmouth Ave. For more information contact Randy Frost,
Gentle Hall No. 126, 838-9928 or 838-9945.
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Never Too Late

Hilarious farce' continues
sible for the nocturnal disturbance in the Mayor's prize rose
garden.
Unbeknownst to Harry, this
saves him fifty thousand dollars
on a land sale the Mayor was
pushing through city council.
After telling Harry this, Charlie
tells his wife to start looking for a
house because he has decided to
move out, and. at the same time
threatens to quit his job. Harry
makes him a partner. In
Charlie's struggle to attain his
manhood, Tom Ulmer plays the
exasperating son-in-law
with
vibrant believability.
Rose Ann Hansell, as Edith
Lambert and Lorelei Ulmer, as
Kate Clinton add strong sup
portive roles to Masters Burke
and Ulmer. From this double
duet it isn't hard to see where
Norman Lear got the characters
for "All in the Family." Also
adding strength and depth to the
cast were Jane Gearhart as
Edith's best friend Grace, and
Don Jepsen as the Mayor. All
were competent in their per
formances.
A special congratulations goes
to Ms. Gearhart for her first
Pentacle performance, and to
Meryl Smith, the director of
Never Too Late, for an out
standing selection to open the
new Pentacle season. It will be a
'hard act to follow.
As far as I'm concerned, you
need a pretty good excuse to miss
this one. I guarantee you'll love
it.
Performances
continue
through this Saturday, March 6.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m., so do
yourself a favor.

is upset with Harry, calls him and
repeats the phrase. Taking the
hint, both men get drunk at a
Pentacle Theatre's production local inbibery.
When they return home in
of Sumner Arthur Long's Never
spirits
everything
Too Late opened last Friday friendlier
evening to an enthusiastic and breaks loose, including fisticuffs
between the two inebriated men.
appreciative
audience.
A
hilarious farce about a couple in When the dust clears and both
their fifties who are expecting a have sobered up a bit, amends
baby, the social ramifications are made all around, Charlie gets
and character responses to this a raise, Kate gets a house of her
delicate situation bring down a own, Edith gets a maid, and
Harry gets a vacation. Of course
thousand laughs.
Opening on Broadway in 1962, they all live happily ever after. It
Never Too Late ran over one may sound confusing on paper,
thousand performances at The but the stage effect is fast, hard
Playhouse, and became one of hitting and hilarious.
Art Burke plays the role of
the most successful comedies
Harry Lambert, a suburban
ever
In the first act Edith announces Archie Bunker, the indisputable
to her husband, her daughter and king of his castle. Mr. Burke, who
her son-in-law that she is ex could pass as George Kennedy's
pecting a baby, but they're too twin brother, has professional
busy arguing and it takes some acting experience in both New
time for it to sink in. When it York and Hollywood, and now
does, husband Harry makes resides in Albany. His abilities,
daughter Kate take over Edith's as displayed Friday night, are
domestic chores, which only honestly above my scope of
begins the problems between criticism. His gestures, man
Harry and son-in-law Charlie. nerisms, timing, and delivery all
Charlie works in Harry's lum worked together in his beautiful
beryard and lives in Harry's characterization of the invaded
house, which neither seems too domestic monarch.
This performance alone would
pleased about.
Meanwhile, Edith starts out to justify seeing the play, but not far
repaper the nursery and ends up behind him was Tom Ulmer in his
remodeling the entire upstairs of show stealing rendition of Charlie
the house. Kate is running all Clinton, the son-in-law. No
over the house in her housecoat matter how hard he tries, Charlie
and rollers cooking and cleaning continually ends up the butt of all
and hating all of it. Finally, Kate Harry's problems. So in a last
calls Charlie at work and tells grand gesture he tells the Mayor
him to "Go to Hell!" Edith, who that he, not Harry, is responby KENN LEHTO
for the I.amron

Students plan recital
Brady is a 1971 graduate of
Pianist Nancy Mathias and
baritone Chuck Brady, juniors in South Salem High School. He
music education, will present a studies voice with Ewan Mitton,
joint recital Sunday, March 7, at 8 associate professor of music, and
p.m.
in
the
Music
Hall is a member of the choir and the
Select Singers.
auditorium.
Mathias, a 1973 graduate of
Newberg High School, tran
The program will include piano
sferred as a sophomore to OCE works by Beethoven, Debussy,
from George Fox College. She is Chopin, Confrey and Jelobinski
a student of Mabel Dobbs, and vocal works by Brahms,
assistant professor of music, and Mendelssohn and Lane Wilson
accompanies the college's choir and an original composition by
and Select Singers. She was Brady.
elected recently to Mu Phi
Epsilon, women's music sorority,
The recital is open to the public
without charge.
sorority.

Brass opens concert
The 66-member Concert Band
will present a concert tonight at 8
p.m. in the College Center coffee
shop.
Director Richard Sorenson said
the program will be the one the
band will present Friday when it
plays by invitation at the Nor
thwest convention of the College

Bike display
speakers set
Representatives from Bike-nHike andFriends of the Earth are
two of the featured speakers on
the upcoming Outdoor Program
agenda.
The Bike-n-Hike represen
tative will be in the College
Center from noon to 4 p.m. March
10, along with a display of bikes,
touring gear, bike repair kits and
demonstrations on a tune-up
stand.
The Friends of the Earth
representative will present a
discussion on the environmental
problems of Oregon at 7 p.m.
March 11.
For more information on these
or other Outdoor Program ac
tivities, students may drop by the
ASOCE offices in the College
Center or call ext. 295.
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Band
Directors
National
Association in Seattle.
The opening selection will
feature the brass choir per
forming
Aaron
Copland's
"Fanfare for the Common Man,"
Other numbers are "Suite
Francaise," Darius Milhaud;
chorale prelude "Wachet Auf,"
J.S. Bach; "Music for Prague
1968," Karel Husa; "Danza Final
from Estancia," Ginastera" and
"The Klaxon," Henry Fillmore.
The concert is open to the
public without charge.

Cast chosen
for Fashion'
The cast for the spring term
mainstage
production
of
"Fashion" was selected last
week.
The play, written by Ann Cora
Mowatt, is the first famous
American comedy written by a
woman. Written in the 1840's, the
play is a satire of the American
middle class' concern to imitate
French fashions.
Women in the cast are Laurie
Roberts as Mrs. Tiffany; Cindy
Bynum as Prudence; Keri
Swanson as Seaphina; Lee Ann
Slawson as Gertrude and Louise
Brown as Milenette.
The rest of the cast includes
Rick Cavens as Adam Trueman;
Ed Scott as Count Jolimaitre;
Chris Von London as Mr. Tiffany;
Digby Morrow as Mr. Snobson;
Glenn Wilson as Col. Howard,
Richard McElroy as T. Tenny son
Twinkle; Mark Brown as Mr.
Fogg and Gerald Camp as Zeke.
Mr. Richard Davis, assistant
professor of Humanities, is
directing the production.
"Fashion" is presented as part
of OCE's American Season
Bicentennial theme.

Lamron photo by Bob Dodson

CRISP AND SPARKLING •• Recent cold weather made beautiful
frosty designs like these on leaves to be admired by those up
early enough to see them.

Who's Who in Poetry
asks for student work
the program if they meet one
more
of
the
following
qualifications: 1) the student
won a departmental award
citation for poetry, 2) thestu
has had one or more..f°r„rV
published in the college lite
Poets selected to appear in the
magazine or newspaper, 3) ^
1976 volume will have their
student is recommended y sh
biographies published along with
member
of the college Engli
original poems. The 1975 volume
department.
presented the works of 347 poets
Applications may be obt self„
representing 217 colleges and
by
sending a stami
universities from 47 states.
addressed envelope to
Students
accepted
for Collegiate Publications, sir
publication receive a com Avenue, New York, NX,
,
plimentary copy of the book, a No requests will be honor*1
certificate of honor and entrance without the enclosed env
into the $1,000 award com
All application re^u®?'Lr no
petition.
be received by the publisn
Students are eligible to enter later than March 22.

Students are invited to apply
for Who's Who in Poetry in
American
Colleges
and
Universities, according to the
American
Collegiate
Publications.

*33,500,000

Unclaimed
Scholarship^

"One of the Best Movies
of 19747

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, anCj
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list 0
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15,1975'

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

-Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handW

"Hjumr
aTownr
March 5 at 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Admission $1

Pacific Room
College Center

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
i
i

i

I

I

Name.

Address,
City.

.State.
I (California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
l_

.Zip-

If0"

Campus hours I
I COLLEGE CENTER BUILDING
% Monday - Friday
|Saturday
|Sunday

6;30a.m.-12:00p.m.
8.00a .m. -i2:00p. m
9:00a .m.-io:oop.m.

£ COLLEGE CENTER OFFICE
£ Monday - Friday

8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

|BOOKSTORE
I Monday-Friday

8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.

%COFFEE SHOP
|Monday - Friday

10:00a.m. -2:C0p.m.

I Monday
GAMES ROOM
- Friday

10:00a.m. -I0:00p.m
1:00p.m.- 9:00p.m.

|Saturday - Sunday

|MUSIC LISTENING ROOM
i? Monday - Saturday
1:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
£ Sunday
5:00pm'
(closed 5:00 - 6:00p.m. daily)0P m

|SWEET SHOPPE
Monday - Friday
(closed 5.00 - 6:00p.m.

10:00a.m.-10 :00p.m. j:j:
daily)

g COTTAGE OFFICES
$ Monday - Friday
8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
(closed Noon - 1:00 p.m.)
|HEALTH SERyiCE
Monday - Friday

8:30a.m. -4:30p.m.

i LARC CENTER
i Monday - Thursday

8:00a.m. -10:00p.m.
8:00a.m.- S:00p.m.

j Friday
^Saturday

n

(closed 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. daily)
: LIBRARY
: Monday - Thursday
: Friday
: Saturday
jSunday

a m'"5:00

P

m•

8:00a.m. - 10 :00p.m.
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
9:00a. m. - 5:00p.m.
2:00p.m.-10:00p.m.

: ED. MEDIA CENTER
• Monday - Friday
8:00a.m. -9:30p.m.
:Sunday
, i
,_ _
6:30p.m. -9:30p.m
(closed 5:00 - 6:30p.m. daily)
j:|: ED. MEDIA LISTENING LAB
j: Monday - Thursday
8:00a.m. -9:30p.m.
:i: Friday
8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
|
Sunday
6:30p.m. -9:30p.m.
(closed 5:00 -6:30 p.m. daily')
>:j MUSIC BUILDING
& Monday-Friday
j: Saturday
& Sunday

7:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.
10:00a.m.- 4:00p.m.
7:00p.m. - 10:00p.m.

REGISTRAR S OFFICE
i>: Monday - Friday
10:00a.m. -3:00p.m.
(closed Noon -1.00 p.m.)
£ ADMISSIONS OFFICE
S Monday - Friday

8:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m.

|
CASHIER
J Monday - Friday

10:00a.m. -4:00p.m.

|
NPE BUILDING AND STADIUM
:: Monday - Friday

8:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.

|
OPE BUILDING
•x Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

8:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.
1:00p.m.- 5:00p.m.

5: POOL
(student recreational swimming)
S Monday - Thursday
8:00p.m.- 9:30p.m.
|Friday
Noon - 11:00 p.m.
(PE facilities available for student use during open hours
|
except during classes or scheduled activities.)

Family topic of lecture
Victor Savicki will discuss
implications of Family Ecology
or Family Counseling" March 8
noon in the Oregon Room as
)ne of the psychology colloquia
;eries.
The idea that behavior within a
an% is due
to the unique
jynamics of the relationships
etween individuals will be the
)cns of
the talk. The term
^ology reflects the idea of a
/stem
of
individuals
¥\^dent of one another yet
irking together
within
a
Astern
""®rch 4,1976

Foods,omps

New regulations proposed
by TERRISCHMITVT
TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

TH»

'

„ iS i ProP°sed
regulations
would keep stamps from families
New food stamn
i 4°fuf°ur earning over $5,500 a year.
proposed by the A^rnH°nS
? the °fficial g°vernment
Department would Hmrf * „Ure P°verty standard. However, a
people off the present fnnri^t
!m' ea/ning a 8ross annual
Program. NearlV iq ^ f,mp ™ °.T °f no more than $6,700
be
Americans now
ilon ^
allowed to qualify
stamps. The new nmnno
because of the proposed $100 a
cut $1.2 billion from H! w®
standard deduction.
proposed
billion a year Droaram
m
regulations
year program.
would put a $5 a month limit on
income"
Officals hope to have the new bonuses to "high
regulations in effect by June 1 welfare families, who now can
get as much as $24 monthly in
after receiving public comment free
stamps.
through March 29.

si ,d,rKd
i- • L..*• — - year
auc
Richard
Feltner,
Assistant
Agriculture Secretary.
won'lH KtyK°f j fam'ly's income
ould be based on income in the
However,
he added,
the
90 days before applications are
reforms would increase benefits
filed. Presently it is based on
tor the elderly and the very poor. prospective future income.
_
•

'
The new regulations would also
require food stamp recipients to
pay 30 per cent of their net in
come for stamps. Currently
recipients must pay 24 per cent or
the 27.5 per cent proposed in a
new bill proposed by the Senate
Agriculture Committee.
Feltner estimated that in ad
dition to about 5 million people
dropped from stamp rolls, the
plan would cut benefits for nearly
that many more. But, he said,
nearly five million getting in
creased benefits would be joined
by three to four million getting
unchanged benefits and about
600,000 newly eligible for stamps.
The Agriculture Department's
program faced a challenge in
Congress last week after the
Senate Agriculture Committee
previously approved its own
stamp reform bill, estimated to
save
actvt $312 million a year.

Study in Germany open
n eight-week
eiphf-u/fic»ir summer
oiiw->»-w-, — study
i
An
program in German will be
sponsored this summer by the
Oregon State System of Higher
Education in Austria and West
Germany.
Frank Balke, German teacher,
will direct the program, which
will be divided into four-week
sessions in St. Johann, Austria
and Munich.
Instruction in German will be
on three levels -- second year,
intermediate and advanced —
with emphasis on the spoken
language. The program is in
tended to provide a cultural and
academic experience for those
who plan to continue their study
of German.
The program is open to
students who have completed at
least 12 hours of college-level

„
German and high school students
with two years of German.
1 welve hours of undergraduate
credit may be earned. Graduate
students should check with their
advisers concerning the ac
ceptability of credit in their
programs.
Balke said the cost will be
about $1,200 which includes
housing, meals, tuition, ad
mission tickets to cultural events,
travel in the two countries, and
health and accident insurance.
The cost of passports, textbooks

and other expenses will be ad
ditional.
Balke said that financial aid
may be available from the in
stitutions of the State System of
Higher education. Additional
information about the program
may be obtained by writing to
Balke at OCE or the summer
session offices at Oregon State
University, the University of
Oregon,
Portland
State
University, Southern Oregon
State College and Eastern
Oregon State College.

Display winds up activities

OCE's winter term Bicen to Gregg Hamilton, student
tennial celebration will come to activities assistant.
an end with a display of OCE
Hamilton and David Wallace,
momentos and various events in director of special programs, are
the College Center during the working on the spring term
week of March 8 to 12.
program in which a topic will be
During the term, Bicentennial treated each week of the term
events have been scheduled in the Symposiums, lectures and weekCollege Center every
day, long series will carry out the
Monday through Friday. The various themes.
Eight women chosen by their
final week of activities includes:
departments of major emphasis
. Monday, March 8: John Casey,
as outstanding senior women
assistant
professor
of
art,
from OCE will be honored at a
"Contemporary
American
dinner given by the MonmouthContributions to the World of
Independence-Dallas branch of
Art," Willamette Room, noon.
the American Association of
Tuesday, March 9: "Pottery,"
University Women on March 4,
A group of OCE students
a demonstration and display in
6:30 p.m. at the Blue Garden
currently
attempting
to
the main concourse all day.
Restaurant in Monmouth.
rejuvenate the OCE Young
Wednesday, March 10: Profiles Democrats Club will hold a
Being honored are Kathy
Nieswander, education major in Courage film series, "Robert meeting next Monday at 7:30
from Salem; Diana Kilinski, Taft," Willamette Room, noon. p.m. in the College Center
Thursday, March 11: Erhard Deschutes Room.
social science major from
Salem; Lynn Maus, music major Dortmund, assistant professor of
The group, which is currently
from Salem; Ann Sherlock, history, "Freedom of the Press," checking election laws to make
science-math major from St. Oregon Room, 12:30 p.m.
sure they aren't abused, plans to
Friday, March 12: Richard organize functions such as a
Helens; Judy Alexander, art
major . from Sheridan; Carla Davis, assistant professor of candidate's fair and possibly
"American
Brandon, humanities major from humanities,
draw a Democratic Presidential
Forest Grove; Nancy Lathers, Fashions, 1776-1976," Oregon candidate to the OCE campus.
Room,
noon.
physical education major from
Any students interested in
The
OCE
Bicentennial helping the formation of the
St. Helens; and Cheryl Brown,
physical education major from celebration will continue into Young Democrats are urged to
spring term, with a focus on more either attend the meeting or
McMinnville.
contemporary issues, according leave a note in SPO 530.

OCE women
honored

Young demos
rejuvenated

Choir raising
money

The OCE Concert Choir, a non
profit organization, is presently
trying to raise money for its
spring tour. They will be selling
Savicki suggests that the Dairy Queen coupon books until
mental health of a member of a March 31, with a coupon value of
family depends on the health of $13, for three dollars apiece. The
the system or family from which coupons are only redeemable at
he comes.
the Monmouth Dairy Queen, as
Presenting the practical ap they are promotion for the
proach of his perspective, Savicki business
now
under
new
will discuss the implications of management.
his ideas in the area of family
The choir tour will cover a vast
counseling.
area beginning in Portland and
Savicki and his wife, Kathy, journeying
to
The
Dalles,
work as part-time consultants at Maupin, Madras and Bend.
Poyama Land, a mental health Students interested in obtaining a
center for emotionally disturbed coupon book to help support the
children serving Polk, Yamhill OCE Concert Choir may contact
and Marion counties.
the Music Hall Office at 838-1220.

Cambridge Bookstore
Lancaster Mall

362-3238

Come in and browse .
We have a wide
selection of

Hardbacks Paperbacks Cliff Notes Greeting Cards
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Hughes takes 190 District title

From the Stands

as wrestlers place third
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Before last weekend's
2 wrestling tournament, OCE
Head Wrestling Coach Gale
Davis predicted that OCE would
get third place in the tourney,
that Southern Oregon and Pacific
would battle it out for the title and
that OCE would be the spoiler,
being the deciding factor in who
by STEVE GEIGER
would win it all between SOC and
Sports editor
Pacific.
He was right on all counts.
OCE finsihed third in the
We haven't said much about the Pacific Eight tourney, which it hosted in the
basketball race this term, but with the most important NPE gym last Friday and
weekend in the Pacific Eight basketball scene during the Saturday, and it took the 190
last 10 years or so coming up this weekend, we d like to pound championship match
between OCE's Warren Hughes
relay a few of our observations of the current season.
and SOC's" Gregg Barreto to
decide which team was the
First of all, there is the matter of who is going to get District 2 champs, SOC or
, w ./-.v ^ .
second place and possibly go to the national tourna Pacific.
ment. As most Pac-8 followers probably already know, if
Thanks to Hughes, Pacific won.
Hughes trailed through much
Oregon beats Oregon State this Saturday, the two teams
will be tied for second place and if Washington beats of the final match but came back
Lamron Photo by Steve Geiger
Washington State, all three teams will be tied for to win it on a last second nearRUBBING IT IN - Roger Rolen gets his forehead rubbed into the
fall,
giving
the
Pacific
team
and
second. But if Oregon State beats Oregon, then it s its followers plenty to cheer
mat while wrestling Oregon Tech's Mark Haner in their 134
automatically the second place finisher.
pound semi final round wrestling match in the District 2
about.
tournament held here last weekend. Rolen won the match 8 4 and
And cheer they did. As the final
took second place in the tourney. OCE placed third as a team as
From our point of view, Washington has the strongest
seconds ran off the clock, the
10 teams participated in the two-day tourney.
team , followed by Oregon and Oregon State, in that Pacific wrestlers ran to the
order. But the Beavers have been proving us wrong mats with their arms raised in
Ken Kime won by a pin over
jubilation as Hughes
was ette's Jim McPhetridge on
weekend after weekend, and we'll predict Oregon State
Butch Morfitt of Willamette on
Friday
and
took
a
3-0
overtime
to beat Oregon this weekend, as shaky a prediction as congratulated and Barreto win against Pacific's Ken Smith Friday, lost to the eventual 177
that is. It's a miracle that OSU can win so easily without crawled off into a corner. In the in his Saturday afternoon match. champ Charlie Lemcke of Pacific
heavyweight match, the tourn
in the second round and won his
Lonnie Shelton, but apparently their no-name players
ament's final match, Charlie In the championship match he
and their Head Coach Ralph Miller know how to hustle a
Taylor of Pacific won by default lost to SOC's Rick Hensel by 4-2 consolation match by 4-3 over
win a lot better than we ever thought.
and Pacific won the tournament for second place. Kirk Walston OIT's Rob Hoyt to take third in
the class
with 92% points to SOC's 92'/2.
Hughes then took the 190 title
It's somewhat strange and really kind of funny the way OCE finshed a distant third with
and OCE didn't compete at
some of the Southern California people have quit talking 60 points, followed by Oregon
heavyweight.
about dissolving the Pac-8 and reassigning the Pac-8 Tech with 38V4, Willamette 16V2,
OCE's season is now over and
Northwest
Nazarene
and
Eastern
schools into different leagues so the "level of
only nationals remain.
competition will be more equal" since the football Oregon with 7'/2 each and Lewis
and Clark with 5.
District 2 Wrestling Results
season ended and basketball and wrestling began.
Pacific 92V4, Southern Oregon 921/2, 0Cfc°V
Pacific and Southern Oregon
Oregon Tech 381/2, Willamette 16%, Eastern
were easily the best teams as
Oreqon 7V2, Northwest Nazarene 7%, Lews
During the football season, you may remember, UCLA, they totaled 14 of the 20 finalists,
and Clark 5. 118: 1-Motooka (P), 2-Curfman
USC, California and Stanford were doing all of the with seven each. OCE had three
(SOC), 3--Clapper (OCE); 126:J"Be*. ^
(SOC), 2-Anglin (W), 3-Norman (OIT);W
winning while the Northern Division schools from finalists, Oregon Tech had two
Mason (P), 2-Roger Rolen (OCE), 3"'la
Washington and Oregon were at the bottom of the heap. and Willamette had one.
also pinned his Friday opponent, (OIT); 142: Bold (SOC), 2-Ringer (P), 3-Davis
(OCE);
150: 1--Adams (SOC), 2-Garboden ( )•
OCE finished the two days with Eastern
Oregon's
Spencer
The talk was (just because the Northern schools couldn't
3--Landis (OCE); 158: 1--Hensel (SOC), 2-R'cn
one
champion-Hughes-plus
two
Grogan,
then
lost
to
Chuck
Pease
compete in football) that the Pac-8 was being taken over
Rolen (OCE), 3-Smith (P); 167:1-pease (P),
(OIT), 3-Walston (OCE);
by the California schools. But during this basketball second places and five thirds out of Pacific 4-3 in the semi round. Elbert
of the eight Wolves participation. Walston went on to take third (P), 2-Kerkow (SOC), 3-Kime (OCE), wseason the four Northern schools are 35-17 and the OCE did not compete at the 126 place
Hughes (OC-E), 2-Barreto (SOC). 3-S»Wf
and Pease went on to win (OIT); Hvy: 1-Taylor (P), 2-Cam (Oil), r
California schools are 17-35. Take away UCLA's 11-2 and heavyweight classes.
the weight class.
Strieby (SOC).
record and the Cal schools are 6-33. Couple that with
Hughes beat Bill Sanford of
Oregon Tech 9-2 in the opening
Oregon State and Oregon's one-two finish in the recent
Pac-8 wrestling tournament , and those people who day as six of the eight Wolves
spend the football season talking of making the Pac-8 advanced after the opening day.
After receiving a bye on
schools join other "more even" leagues, have been
Friday, Hughes beat Sanford in
totally shut up by the Oregon and Washington schools the semi-finals and Barreto in the
this winter.
finals. Before facing Hughes,
Barreto had advanced to the
We're also with the Pac-8 heads who voted down the finals by pinning both of his
ipuneius.
>::: OCE wrestlers Warren Hughes, who won the District 2
g
proposal to make OSU forfeit all of its basketball games opponents
Hughes totaled the most points
pound weight class championship last weekend, and Rich an g
because Shelton was recently declared ineligible by the
OCE toward the third place £: Roger Rolen, who took second places in the 158 and 134 classehs' f
courts. A half-year ago another judge interpreted the for
finish with 11. Rich Rolen scored j:j: will travel to Edenborough, Penn., next week to take part in t g
rules and by-laws of the NCAA and Pac-8 as saying that 10 for OCE while placing second
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics national me g
Shelton was eligible to play, so while he was playing at 158 andRoger Rolen socred 9V2 .... March 11-13.
. ...
he was perfectly eligible. He didn't become ineligible points and finished second at 134. •x The Rolen brothers will be making their second trip eas i g
In the opening day, Don j:j: as many years as they travelled with last year's Dist.n 11
until a couple of weeks ago. Marv Harshman,
Clapper
got OCE off to a bad start jx heavyweight champ Steve Sears to Sioux City, Iowa, to ia g
Washington Coach, is the only person that we've seen
come out against the ruling. Understandable, since with a loss at 118, but he came g: year's national meet. Hughes will be making his first trip to
nationals.
J
Oregon State beat Washington in a game in which back on Saturday to win the
consolation round to take third
Shelton played, and if OSU had to forfeit the win, place. Roger Rolen won during
Washington would be in second place alone and prob the opening round over Neil
ably headed for the national tournament instead of Ore Beaudry of Eastern Oregon 10-0
and beat OIT's Mark Haner 8-4 in
gon State.
the semi match. In the finals
Rolen lost to Pacific's Dan Mason
+ + +
7-3.
Jon Davis received a bye
during the first round and had to
Guys and gals needed for summer employm®11'a!
With all of the legal hassles that has been surrounding face Joe Bold of Southern Oregon
national
parks, private camps, dude ranches, a®the San Francisco Giants recently, few people -- in the semi-finalmatch. Bold took
resorts
throughout the nation. Over 50,00"
especially the Giants -- know where they will be playing second place in the nation last
students aided each year. For FREE information
during the next couple of years. Since San Francisco year and had beaten Davis 17-2
on student assistance program send 8®''
can't decide whether or not it wants the team (the city earlier this year. Davis lost to
addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportune
Bold,
then
went
on
to
win
the
government does, the fans don't), and Toronto, the
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Dfiv®'
team's proposed new home,has no idea where it stands, consolation round to take third
place in the weight class.
Kalispell,
MT 59901. Many good jobs are avail
we suggest that Monmouth offer to buy the club. The
At 150, Kim Landis lost to Lee
able!
Giants would be terrific entertainment at this summer's Garboden of Pacific on Friday,
Winter Olympics, which most people thought were held then came back to win three
in Austria last month. The Giants could play, say, the consolation matches, one by pin,
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.
OCE baseball team on July 4, a game which could to take third place in that weight
class.
probably fill the OCE bleachers.
Rich Rolen pinned WillamPage 10
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OSU should do it

Hughes, Rolens

quolify for Nationals

SUMMER JOBS

Spring sports previews —
McArthur
Softball t e o m
welcoming
boasts of
vet golfers
experience
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

qCE
nne

by JOAN McCLARY
Lamron staff

Golf Coach Bill McArthur has welcomed

three-year letterman, two two-year lettermen

ndsix

newcomers to the spring '76 edition of the

OCE g°lf

haSKl over the'last twHSwiS

tortv

t"

team'

Returning from last year's team are Dave
chelton, a three-year letterman, and Bill Seamster
and Fre<^ Berkey, both two-year lettermen.
Among the six newcomers is freshman Charles
Kem, who ho.lds a No- 1 handicap at Salem Golf
Course and is the current Salem's Men's Club
championAlso new to the team is senior Joe Bird, junior
Dave Frame, sophomores Dan Austin and Jim
Owre, and freshman Mark Peters.
"The prospects are good for the top four
golfers," said McArthur. He plans on using
Seamster as his number one golfer, followed by
Shelton, Berkey and Kem. "There will be a lot of
scrambling for fifth and sixth positions, and so
^McArthur says he's still taking applications for
students - especially women - who want to join
the golf team. He said if enough interest is shown
by women, a women's team could be carried. If
just a few women show interest in joining golf,
then they will have a chance to fight for positions
on the current men's team, McArthur said. He
said the qualifying will be held during the latter
part of finals week and anyone interested in
joining golf should contact him as soon
as
possible.
The first match for the golfers will be the first
round of the Northwest College Classic, held at
Salem's McNary Golf Club.
The first round will be held March 29, and the
ensuing five rounds will be held throughout April
until the sixth and final round on April 26 at Illahe
Country Club of Salem.
During the month of April there will also be
University of Oregon Invitational April 5-6 in
Eugene, the Willamette Invitational in Salem on
April 13, and two dual matches against Clark
College April 19 and Mt. Hood CC April 30. The
golfers will also compete in the StatesmanJournal Golf Classic as individuals, in Salem
during the first and second weekends of April.
The season will continue into May when the
team competes in the NAIA District 2 meet in
Portland, May 13-14. There will not be an
Evergreen Conference meet held at the end of the
season because golf was dropped as an EvCo sport
earlier this year.

them new.'"

g returnees

and half of

bacUoranoThJrf S Varsity players are cominS
to boast T hf
"' glVlng Brownlow reason
Savers " Th»fVlng 3 g°,°d core of returning
P y s. That core includes dependables Cecil
shortston Ka3nd vir,d baseman; Debbie Griffin,
ml
r'u
!1 Kolan- fielder; Karen Ham;
BnnnVs
u Ellis' first baseman, and
Bonnie Souers, catcher and third baseman.
in addition, coach Brownlow has already cited
three or four freshmen in these first two weeks
who she predicts will be playing varsity ball
Assisting Brownlow and coaching the Jayvees
this year is OCE graduate Becki Dale. Brownlow
is looking forward to good help from her because
she knows the ballgame and OCE's program."
Finishing seventh in the nation last year OCE
had a reliable pitching staff to turn to for the
tough tournament play. However, losing Karla
Hazen to graduation this year leaves the team
without the depth it had last year when freshman
Carol Adams was there backing up Hazen.
Fortunately Adams is back again, and as a
sophomore she'll be leading the OCE wolf pack.
I m looking for good things from Carol,"
Brownlow said. "I've already seen good de
velopment so far. She has more potential than
any other woman pitcher OCE has ever had. Karla
had speed and a good change-up but Carol has
much more of a variety of pitches."
Apparently she'll need that variety this season
along with the nine experienced returnees because
Brownlow is expecting "a highly competitive
season. Both the University of Oregon and Oregon
State have picked up new pitchers, and SOC and
OIT have teams this year. We're looking forward
to including them in our schedule," she com
mented.
Included in that schedule is the Northwest
Invitational Softball Tournament which Brownlow
is looking forward to. "Our main objective this
year is to win that tournament," she said.
Right now, the Northwest tourney is in the
future. Following the idea of "first things first,"
OCE must first see how it measures up on April 13
when it faces powerful University of Oregon for its
opening game of the season.

Ritz' three trophies not enough
OCE's women's bowling team
will be in Salem this afternoon to
battle Chemeketa Community
College in defense of its Oregon
state champions crown won a
year ago.
The women will face the Chiefs
and the winner will be the Oregon
Intercollegiate Bowling league
and state champions.
Nancy Ritz brought home three

trophies from the Northwest
Collegiate
Women's
Sports

Association tournament held in
Pasco, Wash., last Thursday, but
the OCE women took a disap
pointing fourth place out of the
six teams participating.
Ritz was first in the singles
competition with 564 and Lee
Gibson of OCE was second with
544.
Unfortunately
for
the
Wolves, the singles competition is
held separately from the team
score totals. In doubles com
petition Ritz and Linda Mitchell
teamed up to take second place

Swim teoms sink of
With four girls traveling to the
Northwest Regional meet in
^lman,
Washington
last
yekend and placing eleventh out
eighteen teams, the OCE swim
eams concluded their seasons.
Seniors Nancy Lathers and
anIe Holmes continued
their
^pressive season performances
strong
finishing
per0rmances
in regional com•etition.

Lathers placed sixth in the 200
breaststroke with a time of
while Holmes earned
'eventh place in the one meter
Jvtogcompetition. Also for OCE,
Melody Austin made it to finals in
he backstroke.
,;45.52

The preceding weekend both
and women traveled to
Ma'ch 4,1976
en

Willamette University for the*
District II
Championships,
where the women placed third
behind SOSC and Willamette.
The men followed behind SOSC;
Willamette and Lewis and Clark
for fourth place.
Kathy Bryant swam a 1:00.76
for second place in the 100
freestyle. Janie Holmes claimed
second in one meter diving and
Nancy Lathers finished in third
place for the 100 yd. breaststroke
at 1:19.05.
Coach Shollenberger praised
Val Jones for turning in the
"most improved" time for the
season. A time of 1:16.51 gave
Jones sixth place in the 100 yd.
backstroke, while she
also

behind the University of Idaho's
team, and Ritz placed first in the
all-events category.
The University of Idaho won
the tourney and was followed by
Washington and Oregon State.
OCE was next at fourth.

no/Rn. CD
m!
7

0.

.
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Women close season
with 10-6 record
Despite a 15 point, 15 rebound
performance by Debbie McGill,
OCE's women's basketball team
lost its final game of the season
last
week, falling
to
the
University of Alaska. 56-52 at
home.
The women closed out their
season at 10-6 and will be in
Ashland
tonight
through
Saturday to take part in the
Northern-Southern "A" Area
Qualifying tournament. If the

£ Personal: D.-Happy 22nd. Still crazy
X
after all these years. I couldn't think
;X
of anything original. C.
Xi Personal: J.N. - Happy 10th. (month
X;
that is.) I couldn't think of anything
•X
original. D.M. P.S. What's wrong with
*:
"Color My World?"
X;
X;

Personal: Dan and Dena -- He's great,
isn't He? Good luck always. Keep
sight of the Lord. Pat

X Wanted: Female roommate(s) to share
X
a quiet two bedroom apartment
X
close to campus. Call 838-2782 or
see at 144 S. Monmouth #6
For
X;
X
;X

sale: Beautiful Valencia Melody.
Plus 6 string classical guitar.
Recently appraised at $120, will take
best offer. Call 838-0443 to see it.

X; For sale: BSR quad adapter with
|X
speakers; turns your stereo into 4
channel quad. All new, $25. Call 8383791.
•X For sale: Babysitting in my home, days
X
Monday through Friday. 838-3481.
X Wanted: To buy, stamps or stamp collections. 838-3481.

X

The men were idle last week
and will remain idle until the next
weekend when they will par
ticipate in the NAIA District 2
tourney. Last year the OCE men
took second place in the NAIA.

, end seoson
recorded a season's best in the 50
yd. fly with a 36.62.
Jim Gell turned out the best
performance for the men by
racing to ninth place in the 200 yd.
freestyle in a time of 2:03.14.

BLITZ

Lamron photo by Bob Dodson

" Sheme Adams brings the ball down court during
the closing OCE women's basketball played in the NPE gym last
Thursday evening. University of Alaska beat the women - who
closed their season at 10-6 - by just 56-52.

\\ Wanted: Ride to and from San Diego
•X
or LA during spring break. Would like
Xj
to go on the 18th and be back on the
X:
26th. I will share gas, oil and help
drive. Contact me 838-3890 or leave a
•X
note, SPO 287.
X For rent: Two bedroom apartment. Furnished. Female roommate preferred.
X
Phone 838-5534 ask for Yvonne.
y* For Sale: Student line Bundy flute, good
•X
condition, new pads, $75, call 838:•£

1384.

;X Lecture: There will be an introductory
lecture on Eckankar, "Path to Total
X*
Awareness through Soul Travel,"
X
held in the Umpqua Room of the
•X
College Center March 4 at 7:30 p.m.

; Wanted: Desperately need a ride from
Corvallis to Monmouth Tuesday
morning and Thursday evening.
Phone 753-0574 or SPO 604.
' For sale: Motorcycle helmet, $4. rec
ord albums, and 8 track tapes, 25
cents to $3, new and used CB
equipment, firearms, and sporting
goods Rod Saxton, 838-4462.
i
; Personal: To K & R - Are you sure you
won't reconsider regarding short fat
and ugly? Too bad. Arnold Ziffel.
; Personal: K & R, it's your lucky day.
We were voted Paul Newman and
Robert Redford look alikes. Come
and get your scripts. Paul & Bob.

women end up in the top four
teams there they will go to
Portland next week to participate
in the Northwest "A" Division
tourney. If they end up one of the
two top teams there, they will be
eligible for nationals.
Against
Alaska,
Cindy
Musgrove with 10 and Cheryl
Traner with eight helped pick up
the scoring, while Renne Lambrecht helped out on the boards
with 15 rebounds. Jody Dawson
was high for Alaska with 18.

Personal: I want to share a great singer.
great prof and great person with you
-- Dick Meyer. Humanities He
recently composed and sang a song
for Dr. Schlobohm's American Social
& Intellectual History class. We
always appreciate a prof giving more
of himself than is required of him
Thanks, Stew Dent.

*X
;X
X;
X;
X
X
X;
x
X

Need a change? Try an informal pot
luck and
square dance, no
experience needed. Come to Henry
Hill grade school Friday night at 5
p.m. Bring some thing to eat - 75c
donation
for the
band and
enthusiasm.

X;
X;
x
;X
X
X;
X

For rent: Two rooms in large country
house. Join four other students in a
mellow and sharing situation. We are
12 miles out of Monmouth toward
Corvallis. Give us a ring at 838-3727

x
X
x
X
x

Wanted: Female roommate, non-smoker x
to share 2 bedroom apartment for
$75. Spring term. Close to campus ;X
Contact Paula Udell SPO Box 79.
X*
For sale: Authentic handmade dulcimers X
by local craftsmen available now 838- x
1419 or 838-3006
X;
Typing: Professional typing service for
term papers, etc 207 W. Main
Monmouth. 838-4996 and ask for
Sally.

x
X
;X
x

For sale: Cross country ski set. $70. must
be sold as set. 200 cm, Bonna 2000
with ligostove edges, skilom pin
bindings. Track ski shoes, size 8Vi,
men's, poles. REI
fiber-down
sleeping bag. temp, range 0 degree,
just cleaned, $50. REI cruiser back
pack with extension, $20. Call 8382641 for information.

x
X;
x
X
;X
x
x
X
X

Job opportunities: Musical waiter for
Sat. nights, Sun. evenings Play
piano, drums, guitar, and sing. We
furnish instruments, good pay
Minors may apply, audition Sunday
March 7, 10 a.m. Boondocks Tavern,
Falls City. 787-358?.

x

x
X;
X;
x
X

Personal: R: Don't read this until next
Wednesday. Happy Birthday to you.
happy birthday to you, happy
birthday dear Richard B. Happy
Birthday to day! Happy 21st!

x
X
>;j
X

Wanted: Want to rent a 2-bedroom
house
in
Monmouth
or
Independence. Need for summer and
next year. Responsible young
couple, nurse and student. Can move
in anytime. Call collect, 235-9955. ask
for Betsy.

X
X
X
x
X
x
im

x

personal: R.S. What it once was. will
always remain. M.H.
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Women gymnasts defeat Washington State
Comeback nets 89-82 victory
for OCE over visiting Cougars
by DARYL BONITZ
Lamron staff

The women's gymnastics team
chalked up one of its few victories
this season last Friday by
defeating
Washington
State
University 89.05 - 82.35.
The team trailed WSU for the
better part of the meet. During
the last event, however, the team
made a comeback and went on to
take the meet away from WSU.
"I was really very pleased with
the peformance of our ladies,"
was Coach LoWayne Brewer's
comment on the team's victory.
"They did a good job of scoring.
We missed some routines, but
each time now our scores seem to
be coming up a little, which
means we're steadily
im
proving."
The team's comeback, ac
cording to Brewer, was made
because "the kids that needed to
perform and needed to throw a
good routine did just that. They
got tough and decided they were
going to do a good job and did just
that. A good effort on their part,"
Brewer commented.
Chalking
up
good
per
formances for the team were:
Laura Fehlen, who racked up a
7.35 (10.00 is perfect) for her
performance on the uneven
parallel bars. Turning in a score
of 7.75 on the floor exercise was
Carol Hennessy who was also the
all-around gymnast for OCE.
Maria Burnham chalked up a
score of 7.65 for her showing on
the bars and also performing well
on the bars was Sherry Engle,
who scored 7.65.
The girls who performed on the
balance beam had difficulty
staying on it. This event, ac
cording to Brewer, is "Probably
the toughest event for a girl to
perform in. It requires a lot of
deep concentration and good
balance and if these two things
are not together, you're in
trouble," stated Brewer.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

STYLE - Cathy Rux shows off some of the form that helped
OCE's women's gymnast's beat Washington State University's
women gymnast's team, 89.05 to 82.35 in the NPE building last
Friday evening.

The team was not so lucky
when it traveled to the University
of Washington, losing 101.33 to
90.50 last Saturday.

Despite the team's loss,
Brewer still believes that there
were some good performances.
"There were some kids that
really came through for us," he
said.
"An excellent performance"
according to Brewer, was put in
by two freshmen and a senior.
Engle and Hennessy both scored
8.2 in the uneven parallel bars
and Burnham scored an 8.8 for
the same event. Brewer felt that
if Burnham had hit her dismount
she would have scored in the
nine's.
Other high scores were turned
in by Sandy Baker, who earned a
7.27 for her showing on the
balance beam, and Hennessy,
who scored a 7.67 for her per
formance on the floor exercise.
For her performance on the
balance beam Diane Turner was
the top performer for the team in
that event, racking up a score of
7.7.
The team-, even though suf
fering defeat, scored its season
high, 90.50, and Brewer was
"very pleased" with that and the
performance.
The team had only one injury
during the past two seasons.
The team had only one injury
during the past two seasons. This
year, however, the team has been
plagued with many more.
Injured early in the season was
Diane Stowaser, who suffered an
ankle injury and was unable to
return to competition. Also out
for the season is Candy Bold, who
suffered an injury while per
forming on the vault.
Returning after a long absence
after breaking her neck during
practice was Debbie Jackson.
Sue Hanon is out for the
remainder of the season.
Brewer is unable to cite any

one reason for the high
injury
rate this year. One guess
he0f

fered was that althout,, „„
assistant coaches worked 1
girls hard in the early part of 'I
practice season, he doesn't hi
if they were working as hard
they would have worked if he hi
been there. He was unable to l
at the early practice sessions Z
to the extended football seasor

this year.
On Friday, March 12, the lean:
will travel to Forest Grove to
compete in regionals at Pacific
University. Competition will be
held both Friday and Saturday
"We've got some changes yet
and some adjustments we need to
make in some routines," com
mented Brewer on the teams
going to regional competition. He
is quite optimistic on the girls
going and feels that they will
perform well.
Reflecting on how the season
went this year, Brewer said. "At
this point it's been a growing
season." He felt that "we'vehac
some young athletes who have
matured greatly to be where we
are now."
He believes that there has beer:
"steady improvement all year
long" and that for some of the
girls it has been a very
frustrating season.
"Those that were injured were
very upset over it" Brewer said
"When they wanted to compete
they couldn't."
Brewer also felt that it was a
frustrating season for him as
well: "A gymnast never comes
as fast as you hope she will.
For the most part, Brewer has
been "Very pleased with the
season." He believes that t c
team has made some real strides
and that they are "getting better
all the time, and that's what we
work for."
Regionals will be held this year
at Pacific University in Fores
Grove March 12 and 13.

KARATE?
T1CKUSH SITUATION ••
Fallen t a k e T ^ T ZRo
^bin
duZ
gymnastics action in the NPE gym last Friday.
>3K<
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Horrible Henry's
Tuesday - 8:00-9:30 p.m.
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Beer

69c Tequilla Drinks
99c Mini-Shrimp Dinner
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Salem/Dallas Hwy.|
at Oak Knoll
|
Golf Course
I

*
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If YOU ever
wanted to try

mm

NOW IS
YOUR CHANCE
There will be a Karat h
Tuesday March 9 in thp n^° nstr r? tion a n d introductory me
interested is urged to attfSrt 9 r. n R o o r T \ College Center. Ever
• Classes will be starting soon.

